Musings on Pricing, Volume 1
Introduction
Pricing is commonly known as the “forgotten P of Marketing”. In
most organisations, large and small, Pricing is given a focus that is
disproportionate to the benefits smarter pricing can deliver.
Pricing is something every company that is selling a good or a
service has to do. Get your pricing right and your business partners,
your stakeholders and shareholders, your bank, even your
customers, will love you for it. Get it wrong however, and the same
parties will punish you.
This book is a collection of my 2012 blog postings, which have
appeared on various websites during the first half of the year,
primarily in ‘The Pricing Propheteer’ column on
LeadingCompany.com.au.
I hope they provide readers some plain English guidance to smarter
pricing.
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The	
  Sound	
  of	
  Silence	
  
Should you drop your price if customers don’t say anything?
This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 15th March 2012

Silence isn’t a sound that most leaders want to hear in the aftermath
of their pitch for new business. Still, if customers don’t immediately
sign on the dotted line, silence is the second best reaction. Let me
explain.
I recently I had lunch with the managing director of a company
who wanted to discuss his pricing over lunch. We chatted about
things like the value he delivered, recent sales performance and the
cost and frequency associated with updating his service.
Then we got to the heart of the matter. Peter had recently
achieved some big wins: some of the biggest companies in his
target market had taken a three-year subscription to his top-of-therange product.
But why weren’t the other companies in his target market following
suite? They had seemed impressed with his pitch and the product
on offer, but they had gone quiet. That left Peter worrying that his
price was too high, and maybe he should drop it.
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I suggested to Peter that the sound of silence was not a reason to
drop his price. In fact, the opposite is usually the case: customers
won’t remain silent if the price is too high.
I suggested a different response to Peter: he should reduce the
number of products in his product ladder from six to five, making it
easier for customer to choose which product to buy. It was an idea
that appealed immediately, and we finished our Malaysian spread
with Peter in a more jovial mood.
Like that lunch with Peter, this blog is all about practical pricing
advice.
It is more than just the dollars and cents; pricing can mean the
difference between success and failure. It is at the heart of every
company’s business model, but is often forgotten and poorly
managed.
There’s going to be a lot to talk about, so hats off to the team at
LeadingCompany, the first Australian media outlet to devote a
regular column to the topic of Pricing.
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Selling	
  Goods	
  as	
  a	
  Service	
  
A more profitable way to sell goods

This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 29th March 2012
Inventory isn’t something companies want to sit on. You want to sell
it as quickly as possible and turn it into revenue, not pay for it to be
sitting in a warehouse. Why not turn your unsold goods into a
service?
Last Sunday, a friend invited me to opening night of an exhibition by
a renowned Melbourne-based artist. As we viewed the 23 pieces on
display, Bob started telling me about the artists’ business model.
I was a bit surprised to hear of an artist with a “business model”,
especially one with its own TLA (three letter acronym), ICE, which
stands for (seek) Inspiration, Create (the artwork) then Exhibit (and
hopefully sell) it.
But what I found more surprising was that the artist was sitting on 300
– 400 unsold pieces of artwork, which they valued at $1mill. What
sort of business would sit on $1million worth of unsold inventory?
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Believe it or not, this got me thinking about aircraft engines. Rolls
Royce and other engine manufacturers ceased selling them years
ago, and now sell “power by the hour” service contracts.
The case for selling art as a service, to display in corporate offices &
boardrooms, using a subscription pricing model, is a very compelling
one.
The client can enjoy a change of scenery every three months or so,
and they can expense the cost, rather than capitalise the purchase
of the artwork.
In the case of the artist, they retain ownership of their artwork and
the utilisation of their unsold inventory starts to generate a revenue
stream, rather than a lump sum that would be earned on selling the
art. Potentially, the artists could earn more revenue from “renting”
their artwork out, compared to selling it.
Selling a good as a service is a great way to generate income from
unsold inventory. What unsold inventory do you have lying around
that you can sell as a service?
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The Deer Have Now Got Guns
The latest Pricing revolution has started

This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 12th April 2012
The French have always loved their food. So its hardly surprising that
rising food prices, amongst other factors, contributed to the French
Revolution of 1789 -1799. Several decades later, a Frenchman
started another, less well known revolution: a pricing revolution.
Louis Auguste Boileau was a retailing visionary, many years ahead
of his time. He had a vision of a social retailing experience for the
women of 19th century Paris, and engaged Gustave Eiffel to build
the world’s first department store, Bon Marche.
There were two other things that were revolutionary about Bon
Marche. Boileau decided that the goods for sale would no longer
be kept behind a counter. They would be spread out across the
shop floor so women could handle the goods and think they were
‘within their grasp’.
This made it difficult for sales assistants to say to customers “you
can’t afford that, have a look at this instead”, which had previously
been the practice. Boileau solved this problem by putting the price
on each article, creating the price tag. Frank Woolworth and Aaron
Montgomery Ward (inventor of the mail order) loved the idea of
price tags so much, they introduced them in America shortly
thereafter.
It’s unclear whether these two initiatives lead to the development of
“vanity price points” (e.g. FFR 9.95), but it is possible. One of the
reasons for the popularity of such price points is the audit function
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they perform: the shop assistant has to give the customer change,
rather than just slipping a 10 Franc note in their pocket.
Today, there is a new revolution in retailing: the Internet. At the
moment, customers are better at harnessing its powers against
retailers, than retailers are against customers, with what I call “the
deer have now got guns” syndrome.
The ‘guns’ shoppers are using include price comparison websites,
and smart phone and tablet apps that let them find and buy the
cheapest products online. Retailers are still working out how to
respond to this.
From a pricing perspective (and pricing is not the entire problem), a
good place to start would be for retailers to take a leaf out of their
customer’s books and embrace technology. This would include
apps for sales floor staff, linked to CRM (Customer Relationship
Management) systems, and price-setting technology which has
been around for many years now.
But it could also include a new breed of pricing technology that has
taken off in the last two years, that of competitive price intelligence
and monitoring platforms, such as that offered by the likes of
UpstreamCommerce.com.
Retailing is looking for its next Boileau. Fighting fire with fire is one
place to start.
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Which Way to the Bank That Accepts a Deposit of Market Share?
Sometimes, price wars can make sense

This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 26th April 2012
Is there “pricing logic” behind the current price war being fought
between Coles & Woolworths?
Pricing theory tells us that there are three situations where a price
war may make sense, none of which support the strategies pursued
by the two supermarkets.
Price wars make sense when there is a ‘format’ on the line. Sony’s
Blu Ray technology won the format war against Hitachi’s HD-DVD
when the former dropped prices aggressively. There is no format
war in Australian supermarkets: with the exception of Coles at the
Melbourne Showgrounds, they all make you walk to the back of the
store to get the milk.
The second situation is where there is an opportunity to pick up
significant volume or customer numbers at a “trigger” price. This
happened in the broadband price war of 2004, when Telstra
dropped prices to $29.95. Everybody has milk today, whether it’s at
$1 a litre or $2 litre, but only 500,000 households had broadband
Internet access back in 2004.
The third situation where price wars make sense is where one
competitor has a distinct cost advantage over another. In India
several years ago, Bajaj Auto started a price war with Hero Honda,
knowing that regardless of the latters selling price, they had to send
a fixed price royalty payment back to Honda in Japan.
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So is the only logical conclusion we can draw from the supermarket
price war, from a pricing perspective, is that the winners are the
customers, and it’s all about market share?
Sadly, there is no bank in the world that accepts a deposit of
market share. And while consumers may be the winners in the short
term, the same cannot be said about the long term.
In his 2004 book The Paradox of Choice, Barry Schwartz found his
local supermarket stocked 175 different salad dressings, 275
different breakfast cereals, and 360 different hair products
(shampoo’s, conditioners and the like).
This paradox of choice is already starting to disappear from
Australian supermarkets: Greenseas Tuna and Victoria Bitter has
already disappeared from some retailers’ shelves.
The suppliers that survive may be forced to cut out the middlemen
and sell direct via farmers markets for example, the number of
which have doubled since 2004.
And as a keynote speaker warned at the recent National
Sustainable Food Summit, artificial food factories may replace those
suppliers that don’t survive. And then we’ll be wondering what
everything we eat is, not just chicken nuggets.
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Enticing Your Customers to Buy
Does your pricing stink?

This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 10th May 2012
Last week, I was in Shanghai delivering some in-house and public
workshops on value-based pricing. As the name suggests, time in
the workshop is devoted to identifying the economic value
provided by a company’s products or services.

One UK Government agency has seen a noticeable decline in
conflict and aggressive behaviour when they piped lavender into a
room where people waited to pay fines.

One of these workshops was for a company that sells fragrances.
Sounds like a pretty tough gig doesn’t it – how does this company
price and sell something as intangible as a fragrance on the basis of
its economic value?

In-store fragrances result in customers lingering longer in stores, and
customers’ perception of the quality of the products and services
on offer also improves. One shopping mall in the United Sates has
increased average spend per customer by $US50 - $US90 by using
fragrances.

It wasn’t that long ago that the most we knew about our sense of
smell is that it is remembered longer than the other senses, and that
75% of human emotions are based on what we smell. But that's
hardly a basis for pricing what is usually an ingredient in a recipe for
a product on the basis of the economic value it provides.

Brand-specific research has found that customers have been
prepared to pay $10 more for a pair of Nike shoes when they tried
them on in a floral scented room. And businesses that have piped
the cool feeling of peppermint into offices have saved 20% in air
conditioning costs.

Fortunately advances in, and new avenues of, market research now
help not only with pricing fragrances on the basis of economic
value (in both consumer and business markets) but also in changing
behavior, including getting your customers to spend more, in a retail
environment.

Fragrances are not the only commodity-like products with seemingly
intangible benefits. With a bit of research, it is possible to identify the
economic value of a product. And you won't have to worry next
time a customer tells you your pricing stinks.
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Believe it or Not, Pricing Needs Procurement
Or why every person who sets prices needs to spend time with a purchasing manager
This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 24th May 2012

Every time I conduct a pricing workshop, during a tour de tables, I
ask delegates amongst other questions whether their company has
a Pricing department and whether their company has a
Procurement department. The answer is typically 80% - 100% of
companies have a Procurement department, but 20% or less have
a Pricing department. What’s wrong with this picture?
The logical conclusion is that, very simply (and sadly), most
companies are more concerned about the price they pay for
goods and services, rather than the price they get for their own
goods and services.
Any Leading Company operating in a B2B (Business-to-Business)
market will, if they haven’t already, find themselves pitching a sale
to a Procurement Manager. Here’s what you can expect:
•
•
•

•

All Procurement or Purchasing Managers are known as “Commodity
Managers” and everything they buy is a commodity;
They will try to find out how your sales rep earns their commission;
Expect to see posters, and articles on competitors amongst the magazines,
in the waiting area, as well as the commodity manager drinking from your
competitors coffee cup during the meeting;
They never accept your first offer, tell you your competitors product, service
and delivery is better that yours, and they never pay more than $X for the
product you’re pitching to them.

Once the psychological games are out of the way (and the list
above barely skims the surface), then the real fun and games
begin.
The commodity manager is going to insist on “open-book costing”
where, as the name suggests, suppliers must show the buyer how
they price their products. They can then pull out the ‘Procurement
Managers Toolbox’ and conduct overhead analysis, break-even
analysis, look at marginal costings, total absorption costing,
purchase price cost analysis, cost transparency and the total cost of
ownership.
Round about now, your sales rep is slumped in her chair, feeling
three feet tall and has probably given away 10% - 20% in price
concessions. On the other side of the desk, the commodity
manager knows her job is safe for another month and she’s going to
get the kudos of getting the best price ever out of this supplier.
So why, if most or all companies have their own Procurement
functions, are Pricing and Sales not better prepared for these
discussion? Good housekeeping needs to start at home. Pricing
Managers and Sales reps need to spend time with their employer’s
Procurement managers, observing and developing counterprocurement strategies.
That's why Pricing (and Sales) need Procurement.
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Do I High-ball or Low-ball my Price?
An alternative to one of the most commonly asked questions in Pricing
This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 7th June 2012

One of my favourite pricing
is that of a schoolgirl selling
lemonade for $500, with the caption reading “I just want to sell one
and call it a summer”.

In the case of this beverage, as with many other products, a launch
objective is often to build product trail, penetration, and thus
market share. Starting with a high price, which doesn't stick and
subsequently has to be lowered, means starting that trial and
penetration exercise all over again.

The cartoon epitomises one of the most commonly asked questions
in pricing which, on first appearances, could appear to be a
rhetorical one: do I price high and come down if I have to, or do I
price low and raise prices when demand takes off? Most Leading
Companies would adopt the former strategy, but does starting high
always make sense?

In this situation, starting with a low(er) price may help to achieve
that trial, penetration and establish the product in the consumers’
repertoire. That leaves us with the question of how do you raise
prices in the future?

cartoons1

Starting with a high price is of course the “pricing textbook” answer,
and there are a couple legitimate reasons for this. It is always easier
to lower the price of lemonade from $500 than it is to try and raise it,
and if you want to position yourself at the top end of the lemonade
market, that price is going to be an indicator of quality for you.
T-Glass (not their real name) is not a cartoon strip, nor is it selling
lemonade. It is an Australian-based beverage company who last
week, asked the panel of pricing experts on PricingProphets.com if
they should ‘low-ball’ or ‘high-ball’ the launch price of their latest
locally-grown beverage. The response from one of the experts was
very thought provoking, and not exactly “textbook pricing”.

In the case of a beverage that is made from seasonal, agricultural
products, look no further than the wine industry: let the customer
know that this particular harvest or season is exceptionally good,
include that message in the pricing communications strategy and
price accordingly.
This approach also enables you to avoid hard-to-defend cost-plus –
based price increases, and set prices according to the value you
deliver.
We’ll check in with the beverage company in a couple of months
and see how they’re going

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Visit PricingProphets TV on YouTube, and watch “Ten Pricing Lessons from
Cartoons”
1
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The Cost of Changing Your Prices
Watch those price changes!

This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 7th June 2012
There is no doubt that over the next couple of weeks, Leading
Companies everywhere are going to be executing price changes.
This is a time for Pricing diligence.

Given the time, effort and costs associated with changing prices,
diligent execution over the coming weeks is essential. The stakes are
high and errors can be costly, and history attests to this.

Not only will companies be changing their prices for the new
financial year, many will seek to pass on the costs associated with
the carbon tax, which also commences on the 1st July.

In 2007, United Airlines sold tickets from San Francisco to New
Zealand for $1,062. The fare, sales of which were honoured, should
have been $10,620 for Business Class. British Airways didn’t honour
the 1,200 seats they sold from the USA to India in 2009 for $40. They
were trying to increase prices by $40. And in 2005, Expedia
advertised rooms at the Hilton Hotels in Tokyo and Osaka for $2 - $4
a night. No wonder one guest booked a one year stay at the Tokyo
Hilton.

There are two types of costs associated with making price changes.
The first are what’s known as “physical costs”, which are associated
with updating customer or consumer –facing prices: those found on
store shelves, price lists, rate cards, websites and the like. In 2003, a
paper by Mark Bergen, Mark Ritson and others2 found that “in the
retail grocery industry, the cost of changing prices is over $100,000
annually per store”.
But by far, the most expensive cost associated with price changes
are the managerial costs associated with working out the
magnitude of the price changes, what the new prices will be, and
updating the necessary spreadsheets, systems and sales force tools
and apps. One price change I devised for a client several years
ago cost $285,000 to execute. Fortunately it generated $5.9 million
in incremental revenue, so it was well worth the effort.

Over and under pricing probably occurs in equal numbers, but as
I’ve mentioned in this column previously3, customers aren’t going to
tell you about under-pricing. All the more reason for pricing
diligence and vigilance over the next couple of weeks.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2	
  Bergen,

M, Dutta, S, Levy, D Ritson, M and Zbaracki, M (2003) “Shattering
the Myth of Costless Price Changes: Emerging Perspectives on Dynamic
Pricing” European Management Journal
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See “The Sound of Silence”, p3
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Why You Should Experiment with Pricing
If you don’t experiment with Pricing, you’re not doing Pricing
This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 22nd June 2012

Love him or hate him, you do have to give Ruslan Kogan credit for
one thing: he has the appetite to experiment with his pricing that
many Leading Companies lack.
In mid June 2012, Kogan decided to apply a 6.8% “Internet Explorer
Tax” on anyone who buys electronics products off his website using
Internet Explorer 7 (IE7). In his defense, he argued that optimising
websites for IE7 involved additional coding costs, which are not
incurred when optimising websites for browser such as Safari or
Google’s Chrome.
The IE7 tax may achieve several results. It will raise awareness of the
costs associated with optimising websites for IE7. It may help recoup
the additional costs associated with the process, modify customers’
behavior, and encourage them to switch to another browser.
Kogan may also get a feel for the price sensitivity of his customers.
But it's the experimental aspect of this initiative that intrigues me.
Why don’t more companies run pricing experiments?
Pricing experiments had a dirty name in the late 1990’s and early
noughties. Coca Cola, to its detriment, incurred a huge consumer
backlash to its plans to develop temperature sensitive vending
machines that would charge customers more for a Coke on a hot
day.
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Likewise, Amazon had to refund 6,896 customers an average of $3
when they discovered the company had tested price discounts of
30%, 35% and 40% on them when purchasing an identical product.
A while back, the CEO of a bakery chain told me he was interested
in experimenting with the price of donuts. When he expand on the
details, it was clear he wasn’t planning an experiment at all: he was
planning to drop prices on all his donuts in all his stores…hardly a
pricing experiment!
The key to pricing experiments is not to do them on all products, or
in all stores, all markets or across an entire network. In 2005, Qantas
discounted off-peak business class fares on flights between
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Canberra and Hobart. The
official line from Qantas was that they were ‘experimenting to
quantify price elasticity’ (or words to that effect). The pending
launch of Ozjet (remember them?) may have also been a factor.
Think small when it comes to pricing experiments. Quarantine the
market where you are running the price experiment, be open and
transparent with customers and have a control case against which
you can measure and compare the results of your pricing
experiments.
Kogan knows there is no such thing as a pricing laboratory to
experiment with pricing: there’s only the real world. Unless, of
course, the IE7 tax is all just one big publicity stunt?
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The Value of Executive Mental Health?
What price do you put on the mental health of executives?
This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 5th July 2012

What price does a Leading Company put on the mental health of
one of its executives?
Mental health problems are estimated to cost the Australian
economy about $4.3 billion a year, of which $1.4 billion is estimated
to be lost through lost productivity. Fortunately, 40% of this burden
can be avoided through early detection and intervention.
A group of Melbourne psychologists and businessmen have recently
formed a company called the Institute of Performance and
Wellbeing4, which offers a range services called “Check Up From
the Neck Up”, to detect and remedy executive mental health
issues.
One of the services involves an executive completing an onsite
questionnaire, which is followed by a one-hour assessment by some
of the most reputable and well-known psychologists in the business
(including Dr. Michael Carr Greg and Dr. Simon Kinsella), as well as
the provision of a written report, recommendations and a discussion
forum after this assessment.

sources of economic value can come from increasing the clients’
revenues or reducing their costs.
Using hypothetical numbers and a simplistic example, lets take an
executive who is on a $500,000 salary, and assume that the costs
associated with that executive having a mental health problem is
5% of that figure (or $25,000). If the early detection of a mental
health issue reduces this cost by half, the value delivered is $12,500.
Companies that employ value-based pricing will typically share
such value with their client. If the Institute chose to share the
economic benefit with the client on a 50:50 basis, then it’s pricing
for the service would come in at $6,250.
From here, its very easy to create a sales tool or tablet app that
allows the vendors’ client to vary assumptions, such as executive’s
salaries, the costs associated with a mental health issues, and so on.
And lets not forget that if the pricing of the service is based on
executive’s salaries, there is only one way revenue is going to go:
up!

Unsure of what to charge for the service, they asked the experts at
PricingProphets.com, and the results provide great insights into how
to price on the basis of economic value. In this case, the economic
value is provided to clients in the form of risk minimisation. Other
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Visit www.IPWB.com.au for more information
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Newspapers, Pricing and the Digital Age
Some solutions for an industry disrupted by the Internet
This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 19th July 2012

With the possible exception of titles like The Wall Street Journal, The
Financial Times and The Economist, newspapers all around the
world, including Australia (as recent announcements attest to), are
struggling with the transition to digital publications. Can smarter
pricing help?
Here are 10 pricing initiatives that publishers might like to consider:
1. Standardisation of Ad Sizes: Make it easier for advertiser to
buy (and sales reps to sell) advertising solutions (not
products!) across different mastheads in different
geographic markets.
2. Improve Bundling: Standardised ad sizes makes it easier to
bundle across print publications, but print advertising
products should also be bundled with online product to
assist in the migration of print-only advertisers to digital
platforms.
3. Paywalls I: There is no “gold standard” paywall model as yet:
the model used by The New York Times is different from the
model used by The Times of London. The success of any
publishers’ paywall will be a function of understanding its
readership and offering choice. Some readers will be ‘news
hounds’ interested in food and wine. Others will be sports
fans that keep an eye on the real estate market. Let
subscribers pick-and-mix what content they subscribe to.
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4. Paywalls II: Offer corporate subscriptions. How much website
traffic comes from employees getting a news or sports fix
during a lunch break or, more importantly, researching workrelated stories online during business hours?
5. Invest in Tablets: Advertisers are now accepting higher
advertising prices for tablets, vis-a-vis website advertising, or
even paying to sponsor tablet apps. Readers are directed
towards the Intelligent Life iPad app, which is not only
sponsored (recently) by Credit Suisse, but also makes
engaging use of audio and video for advertisers.
6. Diversification: The “rivers of gold” from classified advertising
are never going to return, so digital publishers need to be
leaner and meaner. It will take multiple revenue streams to
start making a dent in the hole left by the ‘rivers of gold’ and
become a successful digital business. Publishers should
consider launching online radio & TV stations, for example.
7. From Content to Services: Part of that diversification strategy
may involve a change in mindset, from being a content
provider to a marketing services company. Just done a
feature story on the hottest travel destination in Asia, or
review a fantastic Shiraz from the Barossa Valley? Let the
reader click through and the purchase the product, clipping
the ticket on the way.
8. Manage Print Format Changes Carefully: The Times of
London increased its circulation by 2% - 3% after changing to
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a tabloid. It put its cover price up £0.05p to £0.60 in Sep 2005.
Sales of The Independent increased 15% - 20% after going
tabloid, but McKinsey’s estimate 20% of advertising revenue
is put at risk with a format change. Research advertisers’ and
readers’ expectations carefully. Sure, it’s easier to read a
tabloid paper on a crowded train (improved value) but
does a full-page ad in a tabloid have the same value to an
advertiser as a full-page ad in a broadsheet?
9. Magazines are Weathering the Storm: If worse comes to
worse, consider converting to a magazine. Magazines are
inspiring, and often carry aspirational (and thus expensive)
advertising.
10. Consolidate Subscriber Database: Many publishers already
have disparate databases of subscribers…to their enewsletters, property alerts, even dating sites in some cases.
These should be consolidated and analysed to come up
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with highly targeted offerings to an already engaged
audience…and not forgetting those who still get the local
newsagent to home deliver a newspaper.
In the late 1990’s, Kodak enjoyed margins of around 50% on its film
products, sales of which were still growing at 14% pa. But in 2000,
digital photography became mainstream almost overnight. Kodak’s
subsequent strategy focused on, inter alia, three main businesses of
Consumer, Health & Commercial. Margins subsequently stabilised at
around 30%, but not enough to stabilise Kodak itself. The reinvention
of newspapers in the digital age must include a focus on pricing.
Declaration of interest:
The author has been a subscriber to The Economist for over 15 years, but
apart from reading the photo captions, has not read a single copy of the
newspaper for the last six years. He listens to the audio edition on his iPhone
religiously though!
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Are You Pricing Like Dennis Denuto?
Ten common Pricing traps

This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 2nd August 2012, and then on SmartCompany.com.au on the 3rd August 2012
In the 1997 movie “The Castle”, Dennis Denuto (played by Tiriel
Mora) was the incompetent lawyer who tried to fight the
compulsory acquisition of the Kerrigan’s family home. Denuto fell
into the trap of denial: the eviction goes against “the vibe”.

Customers will pay more because our costs have increased
Cost-plus pricing is a sub-optimal approach to pricing. Not only does
it ignore demand, customers don’t pay you because of your costs,
they pay you because of the value you provide them.

Many companies also fall into traps of denial when it comes to their
pricing. Here are ten of the most common examples.

We only have one or two competitors…
Many companies assume their competitors are company A and
company B. The reality is often different: customers’ consideration
set may be far wider than just two competitors.

Pricing is part of the Go-to-Market Strategy
Pricing should be part of the product development strategy, not the
go-to-marketing strategy. Better still, companies should build a
product to a specific price point that customers are prepared to
pay. That way, companies can be confident they are providing
value.
Pricing will fix a problem with the P&L
Top-down pricing is very common: “There’s a $2mill revenue shortfall
on the Profit & Loss statement. Lets jack up prices”. This is a
company-focused approach to pricing, not a customer-centric
approach, and is fraught with danger.
Just use the same average across all products
Many companies adopt an across-the-board approach to price
changes, both increases and decreases. This ignores differences in
demand, value and customers segments. As a result, this approach
often leaves money on the table.
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…so we’ll just charge what they’re charging
Companies that take a narrow perspective of the competition tend
to price to the general level of the competition. This is often at the
detriment of specific customer segments, which may be prepared
to pay more for a product or service
Just go with your instinct
Companies often move prices based on gut feel, intuition or sales
force feedback, all of which are qualitative. While there is a role for
qualitative feedback and research, it’s probably not as important
as hard numbers and quantitative analysis, research and feedback.
We always do a 5% increase on the 1ST of July
So many companies always do a certain price change (5%, CPI) at
one particular time of the year (often at the start of a new financial
year). Unless you are in (say) a regulated market (like health
insurance), you should be looking to review and change your prices
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anytime your market conditions change, or your value changes, just
to name just a few.
I love the look of scenario six!
Scenario modeling is great: it tells us what outcomes are attractive.
Unfortunately, it doesn't necessarily tell us which of the assumptions
are valid.

That's unfair on customers
Believe it or not, you occasionally hear this. You run a business and
customers are free to choose whether to buy your product or not.
However, if you link your price increases to changes in value,
communicate and execute price changes accordingly, customer
will continue buying from you.
Following these ten simple steps will ensure you’re pricing more like
Lawrence Hammil than Dennis Denuto.
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The Warren Buffet School of Pricing?
Some pearls of wisdom from the Sage of Ohama

This article first appeared on LeadingCompany.com.au on the 16th August 2012
My last column5 (“Are you Pricing Like Dennis Denuto?”) seems to
have resonated with many readers of Leading Company, if the
emails I received are anything to go by. As an interesting
juxtaposition, in this week’s column, I thought I’d take a look at five
of my favourite and most powerful pricing quotes, three of which
come from the one person.
“There is no bank in the world that accepts a deposit of market
share”
Regular readers of this column will recognise this quote (which I
have to attribute to ‘Anon.’) as the title of a column I wrote several
months ago on price wars6. Heavy discounting and price wars are a
great way to win market share. And according to the Margin Media
blog, M&Ms, Quicksilver and UGG were the most liked Australian
brands on Facebook in July 2012, but banks won’t accept deposits
of their respective 2.8m, 2.1m or 1.4m likes.
Banks will only accept deposits of cash, and Leading Companies
maximise that cash via smarter, value-based pricing strategies.
“Price is what you pay, value is what you get”
This is one of two quotes that have probably acquired pricing
folklore status, the other being Oscar Wilde’s famous quote, “A
cynic is a person who knows the price of everything and the value
of nothing”.
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The most important of these ten words of wisdom from Warren Buffet
is the last word: ‘get’. Many companies think value is what they
give, but companies do not determine the value their customers
receive. Value is in the eyes of the beholder.
“The single most important decision in evaluating a business is
pricing power”
On the 26th May 2010, the bi-partisan Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission (FCIC) interviewed Warren Buffet as to the causes of
the financial crisis. When questioned about his investments in Dunn
and Bradstreet and Moody’s, Buffet, who does all his own analysis
and makes his own investment decisions, replied that the single
most important decision in evaluating a business is pricing power.
“If you have to have a prayer session before raising a price by 10%,
then you’ve got a terrible business”
Buffet’s next two sentences, the first of which is the quote above,
provided some insight into what he actually meant by ‘pricing
power”. The last thing a company wants to do before raising prices
is to have a prayer session hoping the increase sticks. A company
that has the power to raise prices without losing business to a
competitor has a very good business. So how do you get this pricing
power?
“Perhaps the reason price is all your customer’s care about is
because you haven’t given them anything else to care about.”
This quote from marketing guru Seth Godin provides some insight
into acquiring pricing power. This quote beautifully sums up a self-
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fulfilling prophecy: if all you talk to customers about is price, that is
all they will care about.
Apple doesn’t talk to their customers about price. They talk to them
about the brand, the products, their style and the functionality. As a
result, they have densensitised customers to price and sensitised
them to value. The evidence is in 2004 research which found that
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only 2% of an Apple buyers’ purchase decision was driven by price,
compared to buyers’ of Packard PC’s, for which price represents
50% of the purchase decision.
Hopefully, these quotes inspire you to price more like Warren Buffet
than Dennis Denuto.
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Pricing in 2013
Thoughts on challenges and opportunities

This article was written for Marketing Magazine’s 2013 Annual, but was unpublished at the time this volume of ‘Musing on Pricing’ was collated
Yes, it may be un-sexy, boring and involve numbers, but getting it
right can mean the difference between profit and loss.
Sean Greaney’s May 2011 editorial in Marketing Magazine was titled
“Are we dangerously ignoring a fundamental P?” He was of course
Before we look at why pricing will be the “P” that rises to the top in
referring to "the forgotten P" of marketing, Pricing. Yes, it has been
2013, lets reprise some major pricing milestones over the last year or
forgotten by marketers (but no longer by this magazine) for a
so.
number of reasons.
Let's face it, Pricing is not sexy. Ask a marketer, what would they
rather have on their CV: credit for an award winning advertising
campaign, producer of a YouTube promotional video that went
viral, account manager that helped launch a clients’ beautifully
designed product with revolutionary new packaging, or the person
who set the price of a product or service?
When the iPod first came out, it was so expensive, some people
thought it was an acronym for Idiots Price Our Devices: not exactly
the claim to fame marketers want on their CV, and for that reason, I
guarantee the any marketer would prefer to have any of the other
above-mentioned accolades on their CV other than ‘price setter’.
Many marketers consider pricing a cure for insomnia. It involves
numbers, math and formulas like 'price elasticity' that will drive
anyone to sleep. After all, you can't control pricing, can you: you
can only charge what the competition is charging, or "what the
market will bear".
Pricing is the coalface of marketing, where the buyer exchanges
money for the benefits received, making Pricing the only P in the
marketing mix that generates revenue: the other P’s generate costs.
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Pricing in 2012
Three American companies epitomise the world of Business-toConsumer (B2C) Pricing in 2012: Netflix, JC Penney and Apple.
In the (northern) summer of 2011, Netflix tried to separate its DVD
rental and video streaming business in two (a subscription to which
cost $9.99), attempting to levy a separate ($7.99) subscription
charge for each.
In the world of social media, customers don’t tell you they dislike
your prices anymore: they tell everyone they know instead, and
vote with their feet. Within days, Netflix had received 82,000 hostile
comments on its Facebook page, lost 3% (800,000) of its subscriber
base and its share price fell from a July 2011 peak of $299, to $130
on the 25th September. Not a pretty picture.
By early 2012 however, the picture was not as bad as it first
appeared. Although the share price has not recouped all its losses,
the 800,000 subscribers lost were actually half that amount (the
800,000 figure had included free subscribers). More importantly,
revenue per subscriber was up 11.9%, quarterly revenue was up 10%
and profit contribution had risen 15.4%. Some commentators started
calling CEO Reed Hastings a hero, rather than a villain, pointing out
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that the price changes need to be evaluated over the long term,
not the short term.
It is for this reason that it maybe too early (just yet) to evaluate what
is shaping up to be the worlds biggest price change in 2012: that
initiated by former Apple executive Ron Johnson at JC Penney.
Johnson decided that “Fair and Square Everyday Pricing” would be
rolled out across JC Penney’s 1,100 stores that had wafer-thin
margins thanks to 75% of stock being sold at an average of 50% off.
The initiative also involved the elimination of coupons as well as the
590 ‘sales’ that were held in 2011.
“Fair and Square Everyday Pricing” meant three types of prices:
‘Everyday Prices’ (typically 40% off), ‘Monthly Values’ for events like
back-to-school and Valentines Day, and ‘Best Prices’ for clearance
items. The jury is still out on the success or otherwise of this change,
but early signs are not positive: JC Penney’s shares fell 18% after it
announced its first quarterly results after the price change, samestore sales fell by a similar amount, and footfall fell by 10% as
customers reportedly miss the thrill of finding a bargain.
Meanwhile, demand for consumer technology products shows no
sign of slowing down, and the share price of Johnson’s former
employer, Apple, went into the stratosphere in 2012. There is no
doubt that this is the result of innovative, beautifully designed and
functional products, but also a finely tuned and well-executed
pricing strategy. When was the last time you saw an Apple product
discounted?
The lessons for Australian companies are ominous: social media can
kill you (Netflix), understand and listen to customers (JC Penney) and
sensitise customers to value, quality and innovation, rather than
price (Apple).
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Australian companies have also had their own unique pricing
challenges in 2012. At the time of writing, the carbon tax is only a
month away, and already the ACCC are monitoring dozens of
carbon tax –based price increase. Retailers are under siege on
many fronts: the GST tax-free threshold, the strength of the Australian
dollar, and the rapid growth of online shopping to name a few.
So What’s in Store for 2013?
Demand for products and services in the US and European
economics has ground to a halt (although there is evidence that
the former is rebounding). This is rubbing off on the Chinese
economy, where many of those products and services are
manufactured. This in turn, will affect the Australian economy,
whose companies either power or provide raw materials for the
factories in China that make those products and services.
Australian companies will be forced to take a good hard look at
their Pricing in 2013, not only because it is shaping up to be a tough
year, but because price optimization is more profitable than
business process re-engineering, cost reduction initiatives or selling
more products.
Challenges and opportunities will be found throughout the value
chain:
1. The War Between Pricing & Procurement Will Continue
For many years now, companies have been more concerned
about the price they pay for products and services than the
price they get for their own products and services. Anecdotal
evidence from companies who attend my pricing workshops
suggest 80% - 100% of companies have a purchasing or
procurement department, but less than 20% of companies have
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a department dedicated to Pricing.
As a starting point, Pricing, Sales and Marketing professionals
need to spend time with their own Procurement departments,
understanding their mindset and the tools that they use, as a
step towards developing counter-procurement tools and
strategies.
2. Pricing Opportunities will be found in Big Data Projects
The days of across-the-board price increases are gone. The
opportunities lie at a segment, sub-segment and increasingly at
the individual customer level. And the only way companies are
going to identify these opportunities is by mining through
megabytes and megabytes of data, looking for the meaningful
rather than the mean, and finding differences rather than
similarities.
3. The Subscription and Service Economy
More and more products that were previously sold on a
transactional basis are now being sold on a relationship basis
utilising a subscription (sell once, renew many) pricing model.
This includes DVD rentals (Quickflix, Netflix), car rentals (Flexicar),
music (Spotify) and numerous technology products adopting
the Software as a Service (SaaS) model. Even razor blades are
being sold via subscription by DollarShaveClub.com.

4. Usage of Pricing Competitive Intelligence Tools will Become the
Norm
Online shopping is rapidly approaching 5% in Australia, 10% in
the US and almost 20% in the UK. Retailing will become more
and more cut throat, and the competition can be on the other
side of the street or the other side of the world.
As more and more consumers make price-based purchasing
decision, remaining competitive on price will mean the
difference between profit and loss for many retailers, large and
small. Online Pricing competitive intelligence tools, such as those
offered by UpstreamCommerce will become firmly entrenched
in many retailers’ arsenal.
5.

The Role of Social Media in Pricing
What, if any role, social media plays in Pricing will become a bit
clearer in 2013. Early in 2012, there was some irresponsible
scaremongering about the concept of “behavioural pricing”,
whereby Facebook fans and Twitter followers would be asked to
pay more for goods they liked or followed.

Expensive capital goods are also being sold as services. Rolls
Royce, Pratt & Whitney and the like have been “renting” aircraft
engines to airlines for many years. Xerox, Cannon and others
“rent” photocopiers to corporate clients. Orica no longer sells
explosives, but rather “rock removal services”.

Amazon tried something similar to this in 2000, when they
charged different customers different prices (-30%, -35% and 40% off) for the same product. Customers didn't take too kindly
to this, and despite the cost being small (an average of $US3
being refunded to 6.896 customers) the damage to Amazon’s
good will was far greater.

The benefits of selling services are numerous: services are difficult

More interesting are developments at C&A in Brazil, where
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to commoditise, margins are higher, retention of ownership, and
the client spends OpEx rather than CapEx. Expect this trend to
continue, and proliferate, in 2013.
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products are hung on coat-hangers that show the number of
likes the garment has had on Facebook.
6. The Beginning of the End for Behavioural Economics?
Marketers have certainly learned a lot from Behavioural
Economics (BE) over the last 30 years. With a fairly robust set of
heuristics now firmly established, I wouldn't be surprised if BE
provides marketers with a new, third generation approach to
market segmentation.
But I also believe cracks will start to appear in BE, the first of
which involves trust. Why would I accept a ‘nudge’ in the
direction of a particular products or service, whether its offered
by a bank or a government, if I don’t trust them?
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Technology may also start to undermine BE. Imagine a
smartphone app that, upon scanning a products’ barcode, tells
you whether you should buy it on cash or credit, which bank
account or credit card to use (talking into account overdraft
limits and interest rates), and what your loyalty points balance
will be after the transaction has been completed? Technology
will provide the rationale for those irrational decisions consumer
had been making.
Some of these developments are already underway, and some
may never happen. But as Bill Gates once said, we tend to overestimate what will happen in the next two years, and underestimate what will happen in the next ten years.
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